
From Mr. Wolf’s Path in the Woods, March 22, 2007: 

 

Wolfie’s Bookshelf: Un Lun Dun 

 

What can you say about a book that features a discarded milk carton as a girl’s pet, malevolent 

and carnivorous giraffes, a boy who’s half-ghost and half-human, an ominous fellow whose 

every word becomes a strange creature, and the most manic cityscape you’ll ever see?  

 

Welcome to Un Lun Dun, a new novel by multiple award-winning fantasy writer China Miéville. 

I’ve never read any of Miéville’s works before—he apparently specializes in dark and 

phantasmagoric fantasyscapes—but I’m anxious to read more now. Surprisingly, Un Lun Dun is 

written for the young adult market, but you would hardly guess that from the fertile imagination 

at work here. Like many YA fantasy books written today, Un Lun Dun possesses a level of 

sophistication that can be enjoyed by the many adults who’ve followed Harry Potter’s exploits 

over the years and, in the process, have become a growing market for YA fiction.  

 

UnLondon is an “abcity,” a sort of alternate, wonderland version of London with oddly shaped 

buildings that move and contain dangerous things, and even odder but mostly quite charming 

people. (Other abcities include No York, Lost Angeles, Baghdidn’t, and Parisn’t—I live in 

Overland Park, Kansas, and now wonder if somewhere there might not be an Underland Park…) 

But our story begins in regular old London where we meet 12-years-old friends Zanna Moon and 

Deeba Resham. The two girls experience several odd encounters with, among others, a quasi-

worshipful bus driver and a reverent fox, before an animate umbrella leads the girls to a portal 

that takes them to fantastical UnLondon. There the girls learn that Zanna is the foreordained 

Shwazzy, a savior who will rescue UnLondoners from a killer Smog that is bent on taking over 

the city. Several delightful characters gather to help the Shwazzy, and Deeba adopts as a pet the 

affectionate discarded milk carton that she names Curdle. With breathless anticipation, Zanna 

approaches her first encounter with the Smog, a battle which a talking book of prophecies has 

predicted she will emerge from victorious. Then, all of a sudden— 

 

Zanna is knocked cold by the Smog, and the well-laid plans of mice and men, etc. The talking 

book becomes despondent that its predictions are worthless, and Zanna and Deeba are sent back 

to London through the intervention of the kindly Brokkenbroll, leader of the broken unbrellas, 

who assures the girls that he has a plan of his own to save UnLondon. Zanna’s memory is wiped 

so that she no longer remembers UnLondon. But Deeba can’t stop thinking about the abcity and 

the friends she left behind, and the horrible feeling she has that something back in UnLondon is 

still not quite right. So she tries everything she can to return to UnLondon, including clicking her 

heels together and pushing on the back of her parents’ wardrobe, until… well, she finds a 

delightful way of getting back to UnLondon which I’ll let you discover for yourself. There she 

decides to take on the tasks of the Shwazzy herself, and finds that many things turn out to be not 

quite what they seemed at first.  

 

Miéville’s fervent imagination keeps the pace of the story moving while he joyfully undercuts all 

expectations about books of prophesied saviors and heroic acts. When Deeba is assigned with 

seven tasks she must accomplish to save UnLondon and the first task is completed at a high 

price, she determinedly insists that the talking book cut to the chase and take her straight to the 



ultimate challenge. Fantastic creatures and cityscapes abound, and although the story seems 

tough and edgy, I thought at times it was surprisingly touching (like all good fiction that earns 

the reader’s sentiments instead of banging one over the head with treacle). One thing that makes 

me envious (besides the author’s cornucopia of ideas) is that some reviewers keep pointing out 

how surprisingly different it is that the short, dark-haired Deeba is the novel’s heroine instead of 

the tall, conventionally pretty blonde Zanna. Fer cryin’ out loud, I’ve written several stories and 

novels with heroines much like Deeba! Hello, editors? Agents? Anyone? Sheesh! 
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